Art Choice BoarD
1st Grade
“Creativity takes courage.” -Henri Matisse
Week 1
Color Wheel Scavenger
Hunt

Week 2
Shapes!

-Let’s practice drawing a
-Learn about the color wheel circle, square, and triangle.
Once you are a master of
(ROYGBIV) by going on a
scavenger hunt in or around those shapes, pick one to
turn into a picture of your
your home to find objects
that will complete the wheel. own.

Week 4

Week 5

Texture Scavenger Hunt Texture Rubbings
-Learn all about texture as
you search for objects in or
around your home that
match descriptions such as
soft or rough.

Week 7
Spider Web

-Just in time for Halloween,
we will learn all about lines
through this spider web
drawing.

-Create a rubbing by
transferring texture directly
to your paper. It’s just like
magic! Be careful, you may
get tricked into thinking
your paper will feel
different.

Week 8
Aboriginal Pattern Art
-Let’s take a look at how to
create dot patterns just like
Australian artists used to or
sometimes still do!

Week 3
Mo Willems Pigeon

-Have you ever read Mo
Willems Pigeon books?
Don’t worry we will read it
together. Learn shapes and
color while drawing this
iconic pigeon.

Week 6
Picasso Portrait

- Picasso was known for his
unique representations of
the face. We will become
familiar with symmetry
during this portrait
drawing.

Week 9
Mondrian Heart Art

-What is abstract art? We
will learn how to follow the
lead of famous artist,
Mondrian through his use of
line, shape, and color.

Art Choice BoarD
2nd Grade
“Creativity takes courage.” -Henri Matisse
Week 1
Color Wheel Ice Cream
Cones

Week 2
Keith Haring

-Keith Haring is known for
-Summer isn’t officially over drawing stick people in all
yet. Let’s draw ice cream on a different poses. We are
going to learn to make our
cone following the primary
stick figures come alive with
and secondary colors.
lines that show movement!

Week 4
Shark Symmetry

-We will be learning some
facts about sharks and how
to draw a shark using
symmetry.

Week 7
Expressive Faces
-How do our expressions

show emotions? Emoji’s
display different emotions.
We will learn how to draw
facial expressions.

Week 5

Week 3
Cave Art
-Some of the first art was

drawn on cave walls
thousands and thousands of
years ago. You will get to
experience how to draw
animals just like they did
such a long time ago!

Week 6

Pete the Cat

-We will read the book,
“The Little Acorn”. We will
learn about the growth of
the acorn tree and draw a
tree or an acorn.

-We will read the book,”Pete
the Cat Crayons Rock”. We
will go over the primary and
secondary colors and make
an art project with Pete the
Cat.

Week 8

Week 9

The Little Acorn Tree

Shapes!
Lots of Bubbles!
-We will learn to draw some -Bubbles are fun! We will
new shapes for example: the
heart, the star, and the
diamond.We will use those
shapes to make art.

draw different size circles
showing dimension. Let’s
draw overlapping bubbles.

Art Choice BoarD
3rd Grade
“Creativity takes courage.” -Henri Matisse
Week 1
Bubble Letter Art

-Learn how to draw bubble
letters, you will be surprised
at how easy it is.

Week 4
Flower Still Life

-Draw a vase with lots of fun
shaped colorful flowers.

Week 7
Textured Monsters

-Learn the difference
between real texture and
implied texture. Using
implied texture, create a silly
monster.

Week 2
Mary Blair Patterned
Houses

-Learn about the first
woman illustrator who
worked for Walt Disney and
create a patterned house in
her style.

Week 5
Perspective Landscape

-We will learn to use
1-point perspective while
drawing a road or river in a
landscape.

Week 8
Pumpkin Drawing

-Using a circle and oval to
learn how to draw
overlapping, realistic
pumpkins.

Week 3
Rizzi Cartoon Faces
-Create a James Rizzi
cityscape with fun, silly
happy faces.

Week 6
Spider Symmetry

-Create a symmetrical spider
and design it with lots of
line, patterns, and color.

Week 9
Matisse Goldfish Bowl

-Look at the details in the
Matisse Goldfish Bowl
painting and create our own
fishbowl drawing with
patterns and color.

Art Choice BoarD
4th Grade
“Creativity takes courage.” -Henri Matisse
Week 1
Koons Balloon Dog

-Balloons are fun! Let’s make
a Jeff Koons’ balloon dog
with dimension. We will
learn about shading and how
it is used to create
dimension.

Week 4
Patterned Leaf

-Leaves are falling! Let’s
choose a leaf shape and create
a pattern with texture
rubbings.

Week 7
Shading Pumpkins

-It’s pumpkin season so let’s
celebrate by creating a
realistic drawing of a
pumpkin!

Week 2
International Day of
Peace Project

-Sept 21st is Peace Day
around the world. We will
learn to draw a peace sign
with added character traits
of ourselves.

Week 5
Sunflower Still Life

-Let’s draw a still life in
reference to Vincent Van
Gogh’s famous sunflower
painting.

Week 8
Quilt Textured
Rubbing

-We will make a six panel
quilt using lines and texture
rubbings.

Week 3
Rizzi City

-We will make a James Rizzi
cityscape. He uses a cartoon
style of drawing to create his
expressive landscapes and
cityscapes.

Week 6
Monochromatic
Portraits

-We will take a look at Pop
Art and reference the
artwork of Andy Warhol.
We will draw a portrait,
using only one color for
shading our portrait.

Week 9
Mandala

-Let’s talk about radial
symmetry! Here, we will
learn to make a four
quadrant mandala, focusing
on shape, line, and color.

Art Choice BoarD
5th Grade
“Creativity takes courage.” -Henri Matisse
Week 1
Art Critique

-Learn how to LOOK at
Artwork and to follow that
you will critique artwork
yourself!

Week 4
Textured Castle

-Design your own
architectural castle using
shapes and texture.

Week 7
Silly Sandwich

-Have fun, be creative, and
create a sandwich filled with
your favorite things.

Week 2
Pattern Landscape

-Create a 1-point
perspective patterned
landscape with a sunrise or
sunset.

Week 3
Still Life

-Select 2 of your favorite
objects and draw them to
create a still life artwork.

Week 5
Celestial Warm and
Cool Color Project

-Appreciate the difference
between warm and cool
colors. Draw a sun/moon
that you will design and
color.

Week 8
Picasso Portrait

-Learn how Picasso creates a
portrait in a unique way.
Then create your own!

Week 6
Logo

-Create an invention and
add a cool logo to go with it
or reinvent a current logo.

Week 9
Eye Color Wheel

-Learn how colors relate to
one another on the color
wheel.

Art Choice BoarD
6th Grade
“Creativity takes courage.” -Henri Matisse
Week 1
Research Project

-We will discuss an art style.
After the discussion you will
be shown 1 artwork in that
style that you will research
and list 5 facts about.

Week 2
Color Family Pop Art

-We will learn different
color families and design a
Pop Art piece with your
choice of color families.

Week 4
Still Life

-Choose three objects and we
will draw a still life.

Week 7
Graffiti Art

-Choose a motivational word
or use your name to draw in
a graffiti style.

Week 5
Zine

-We will make a zine
booklet and illustrate the
art elements on each page.

Week 8
1-Point Perspective

-Discuss one point
perspective and draw 3
shapes using the one point
perspective.

Week 3
Name Illustration

-Draw your name or initials
in a theme of your choice.

Week 6
Optical Illusion Hand

-We will trace our hand and
use lines to create an optical
illusion.

Week 9
Thiebaud Donut

-We will draw three donuts
in the style of Wayne
Thiebaud.

Art Choice BoarD
7th Grade
“Creativity takes courage.” -Henri Matisse
Week 1
Research Project

Week 2
Surreal Hand

-We will discuss an art style. -Transform your hand into
After the discussion you will a Surreal piece of art.
be shown 2 artwork pieces in
that style that you will
research and list 4 facts
about each.

Week 4
Still Life

-Choose 4 objects and we
will draw a still life.

Week 5
All About Me Using
Positive and Negative
Space

-Introduce how positive and
negative space work
together to create artwork.

Week 7
Comic Pop Art

-Select an onomatopoeia and
learn how to make it bold
and eye-catching.

Week 8
1-Point Perspective

-Using 1 point perspective,
draw 5 shapes.

Week 3
Optical Illusion Cones
-We will create an optical
illusion artwork.

Week 6
Zentangle Leaf

-A relaxing way to create art
using patterns and lines to
design a leaf.

Week 9
Thiebaud Cupcake Art

-Learn to draw a cupcake in
the style of Wayne
Thiebaud, focusing on value
while coloring.

Art Choice BoarD
8th Grade
“Creativity takes courage.” -Henri Matisse
Week 1
Research Project

Week 2
Take an Art Walk

-We will discuss an art style. -Students will take an art
After the discussion you will walk around the house and
be shown 2 pieces of artwork choose three items to draw.
in that style that you will
research and list 5 facts
about each.

Week 4
Still Life

-Choose 5 objects and we
will draw a still life.

Week 7
Mendhi Hand

-Trace one hand and we will
draw details in the style of
Henna tattoos.

Week 5
Rockwell Art Critique

-We will discuss how to look
and critique artwork.
Without any info you will
critique Norman Rockwell’s
famous work on Ruby
Bridges.

Week 8
1-Point Perspective
Cube With a Twist

-We will draw a cube with
one point perspective and
add an object going through
it.

Week 3
Zine

-We will make a zine booklet
and illustrate different
textures and values on each
page.

Week 6
Word Illustration

-Choose a word. Based on
the word’s meaning, draw
each letter in the theme of
the word.

Week 9
Thiebaud Cake Art

-Draw a slice of cake in the
style of Wayne Thiebaud
with dimension and value

